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Magical theory

Of life Book prognosis
I thought I would write a book on what we know of
humanity, as it turned out not a lot. Try examining the
potted history of what we believe we are including the
afterlife, and much more. It is funny how the majority of
us conform and accept how we live especially in a
democracy. In this present age, it is the only way to live
unless you wish to be a slave under the evil influence of
a dictator or a committee of religious despots, but it is far
from perfect. In Britain, we are under the control of the
elite plus the financial sector, whether Tory, Labour,
Liberals, Green, SDP or Ukip, the elite rule. Our history
contains the old premise of landowners and Lords under
the direct control of the Crown an age where peasant non-compliance with the
gentry meant death. Those days are gone, but the political infrastructure still
exists. Many Tory’s have no idea how someone on a small income exists.
Labour make good promises but like the rest when in power fails to deliver
moving back to the elitist agenda to try to be popular. The Liberals are now a
party of do-gooders and a woeful opposition.

The USA has, even more, difficulties as only millionaires or near millionaires
can enter the race for President-elect. Looking at the first line of hopefuls at
the last Presidential elections reminded me of a line of drones
with little-projected personality. Communism and Fascism are
political systems that utterly failed and turned despotic. Both
leaders killed millions in their quest for domination of the soul.
Now the religious extremists have taken over to try to form a
Caliphate out of their hate for democracy. Democracy slowly
slumbering in a created sublimated state suddenly woke up
and took action.

The world infrastructure cultures and finance cemented deep into society exist
as a pattern for living. The only huge change is one of technology that drives
humanity forward. Democracy lets the people speak but how can one speak
for 40,000 their voices as one drowned in the debate of many. Unexplained
Incidents in life treated as some strange paranormal enigma brushed aside
and ignored in the presence of the ridiculers. Certain individuals bestowed with
a paranormal event meant for them now know that contained in everybody is
a quantum substance that in the future found to be a natural element amongst
humankind. I know I am one of those individuals that tap into it occasionally. I
usually write science fiction fantasy the latter also classed today as spiritual
and dimensional existence. If we manage to
stagger through the technological era and
nothing significant collides with the Earth, we
may see the emergence of the fantastic and
majestic incorporeal epoch. Humans become
both physical and spiritual being able to travel
mentally between dimensions.
The history of humanity is sparse, short and intermittent – God is not a person
listening to the woes of people. God is a quantum source or essence, not a
fabricated omnipotent person. Today, psychic and paranormal incidents
classed as fantasy, nothing could be farther from the truth.
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